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or the Fawn in the Forest"; from c'La Princesse Carpillon,"
" Once upon a Time there were Two Kings "; and from
« Le Nam Jeune," " The Yellow Dwarf and the King of
the Gold Mines." " Beauty and the Beast " was taken from
a tale by Mme. le Prince de Beaumont; but Planch^
claimed that the treatment was wholly new. He had
Vestris for his Beauty, Harrison the tenor for his Beast,
and Bland for his Sir Aldgate Pump, the father of Beauty.
" The Good Woman in the Wood " was from a story by
Mme. de la Force; and "Young and Handsome " from
a faerie by the Countess de Murat. " Graciosa and
Percinet* likewise had a French origin.
It was, however, in each case only for the fable that
Planche had to give thanks: everything else—even in most
instances the nomenclature—was his own. And that nomen-
clature was often very ingenious and amusing. Thus, in
"Fortunio," we have an impecunious noble called Baron
Dunover (played by Morris Barnett). In " The Invisible
Prince " the name of the Queen of Allaquiz is Blouzabella;
her son is the Infante Furibond; * and among her courtiers
are the Marquis of Anysidos, Count Palava Torquemova
(who introduces the ambassadors), and Don Moustachez
de Haro y Barbos (Captain of the Guard). In the same
piece, the Princess of the Island of Tranquil Delights is
called Xquisitelittlepet, and her ladies in waiting are Toxaloto-
tittletattle and Itsaprettipetticoat. Soyez Tranquille (with
a clever suggestion of Soyer) is the chef de cuisine in " The
King of the Peacocks," in which there is also an Irishman,
* This part, originally played (in 1846) by James Bland, was
played by Mr. Toole at the Adelphi in 1859, and aftei wards by
George Honey at the Princess's.

